GPM All Purpose Spray Enamel
DESCRIPTION
Very economical interior/exterior all purpose, fast
drying enamel
ENVIRONMENTAL STATEMENT
Contains no CFC’s which deplete the ozone layer

All Purpose Flat
TYPE: VT Alkyd, very fast drying
VOC/MIR
VOC & MIR COMPLIANT
Maximum 65% VOC & 1.4pw MIR for gloss
enamels 60% VOC & 1.2 pw MIR for flat
GLOSS AT 60º
Flat Enamels: 0-5
Gloss Enamels 60-80
PERCENT SOLIDS BY WEIGHT 8.6%

COLOR
AGP-1 Gloss White
AGP-2 Gloss Black
AGP-3 Flat White
AGP-4 Flat Black

Product Features
•Fast Drying

FLASH POINT
< 20º F.

RECOMMENDED USE: Wood, metal, furniture, handcrafts and other paintable surfaces
DRY TIME: Set to touch in 0-5 minutes. Tack free in 5-15 minutes. Recoat within one hour. High
humidity or low temperature may increase dry time.
DISPOSAL: Dispose of aerosol container and unused contents in accordance with local, state and
federal regulations. Do not burn, incinerate, puncture or place aerosol container in home garbage
compactor.
CLEAN UP: Never stick sharp objects into the opening at the top of the can. For wet film, use mineral
spirits. For dry film, use paint stripper, toluol or acetone.
DISPOSAL: To recycle or properly dispose of paint in your community, call 1-800-CLEANUP (USA
only) or go to www.Earth911.org.
STORAGE: Do not store at temperatures above 120°F (50°C). Protect unused product from freezing.
APPLICATION METHODS
•Before spraying, shake can for two minutes after ball within begins to rattle
•Shake can occasionally during use
•Hold can 10” to 16” (25 to 40 cm) away from the surface
•For a smooth finish, spray in a sweeping motion
•To avoid runs and drips, apply several thin coats rather than one heavy coat
Surface Prep:
•Remove all grease, oil, dirt, wax and rust scale from surface.
•On new clean surface no primer is necessary. For rusty metal surfaces prime with X-O Rust Primer.
•New galvanized surfaces must weather 6 months before priming.
•Use with adequate ventilation.
WARNINGS
Contains propane, acetone, aromatic solvents and petroleum distilates. Extremely flammable. Storage
and handling: Level-3 Aerosols.

